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and EBO-Z GP, a panel of mammalian cells was tested as
targets for entry. The MBG pseudotype yielded variable but
significant signals (up to 105 relative light units) in diverse
target cells, including human osteosarcoma (HOS), 293T,
HeLa, HepG2, and primary HUVEC cells (provided by A. van
Zante and S. Rosen, University of California, San Francisco),
as well as all adherent monkey, hamster, and dog cell lines
(Fig. 2A). In contrast, human U87, murine NIH 3T3, and all
suspension T-cell lines (C8166, SupT1, MT-2, and Jurkat) were
nonpermissive for MBG. The hamster cell lines CHO and
BHK were exceptional in supporting low levels of infection by
both MBG and amphotropic Moloney leukemia virus (Ampho) (5) pseudotypes. Because the activity of the luciferase
gene promoter, the HIV-1 long terminal repeat, in these
pseudotype viruses is compromised in human astrocytes and
murine cells, the lack of detectable infection of U87 and NIH3T3 cells may have resulted from weak promoter function
rather than failure of entry. Therefore, infections of U87, NIH3T3, and Jurkat control cells were repeated by using MBG
pseudotypes carrying an HIV-1 vector (HIV-puro) containing
a puromycin resistance gene driven by the simian virus 40
promoter (provided by R. Sutton, Baylor University). After 10
days of selection of infected U87 and NIH-3T3 cells with
puromycin (1 g/ml), a significant number of antibiotic-resistant colonies survived in the MBG-infected samples, while
none survived in the mock-infected cultures (data not shown).
In contrast, while a significant number of Jurkat cells were
viable after infection with pseudotypes carrying the vesicular
stomatitis virus G protein (VSV-G) (provided by J. Burns,
University of California, San Diego) and subsequent puromycin selection, no MBG-infected Jurkat cells survived. Therefore, both U87 and NIH 3T3 cells are, in fact, susceptible to
entry mediated by MBG GP (Fig. 2A), and human T cells were
the only cells identified as nonpermissive for MBG.
Similarly, EBO-Z pseudotypes selectively infected various
human cell lines, including HOS, 293T, HeLa, HepG2, and
HUVEC, and all tested monkey, hamster, and dog cells (Fig.
2B). Like the MBG pattern, U87 and NIH 3T3 cells and all
T-cell lines were nonpermissive for EBO-Z entry, as assessed
by luciferase expression. However, puromycin selection studies
with HIV-puro virions carrying EBO-Z GP as described above
indicated that both U87 and NIH 3T3 cells were susceptible to

The Marburg virus (MBG) and the Ebola virus (EBO) are
filoviruses that have caused lethal outbreaks of hemorrhagic
fever (8). Both are RNA viruses that carry host-derived envelopes and unique but related transmembrane glycoproteins
(GP) that likely mediate cellular binding and fusion. The
highly glycosylated GP exhibit conservation in the N- and Cterminal regions but more variability in the middle region (9,
17). Similarities in virus organization, GP structure (15), and
pathogenesis suggest that MBG and EBO use similar mechanisms to enter target cells. However, since these viruses share
only 31% identity in GP amino acid sequence (11) and exhibit
differences in GP transcriptional processing (10), it is also
conceivable that different filoviruses use alternate mechanisms
to infect cells and incite disease.
To construct a system for comparing these mechanisms of
infection, genes encoding the MBG GP and the Zaire subtype
EBO (EBO-Z) GP (provided by A. Sanchez, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention), cloned into the mammalian
expression vector pCMV4neo (3), were incorporated into replication-incompetent pseudotype viruses carrying a human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) provirus NL4-3 lacking
env but carrying a luciferase reporter gene (2) as previously
described (1). Both MBG and EBO-Z pseudotypes infected
HeLa cells to a significant degree, whereas no infection was
observed by pseudovirions expressing the CCR5- and CD4dependent envelope of HIV-1 JR-FL (provided by N. Landau,
Salk Institute) (Fig. 1A). Expression of CD4 and CCR5 restored JR-FL infection with no change in the infection patterns
of MBG or EBO-Z (Fig. 1B). Furthermore, no infection of the
T-cell line SupT1 was observed for the MBG and EBO-Z
pseudotypes, while robust infection was mediated by the envelope of CXCR4-dependent HIV-1 NL4-3 (Fig. 1C). Thus,
MBG and EBO-Z GP can package HIV-1 virions and dictate
distinct specificities of cellular infection.
To define the cellular range of infection controlled by MBG
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Since the Marburg (MBG) and Ebola (EBO) viruses have sequence homology and cause similar diseases, we
hypothesized that they associate with target cells by similar mechanisms. Pseudotype viruses prepared with a
luciferase-containing human immunodeficiency virus type 1 backbone and packaged by the MBG virus or the
Zaire subtype EBO virus glycoproteins (GP) mediated infection of a comparable wide range of mammalian cell
types, and both were inhibited by ammonium chloride. In contrast, they exhibited differential sensitivities to
treatment of target cells with tunicamycin, endoglycosidase H, or protease (pronase). Therefore, while they
exhibit certain functional similarities, the MBG and EBO virus GP interact with target cells by distinct
processes.
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EBO-Z pseudotypes while Jurkat controls were not (Fig. 2B).
Therefore, both MBG and EBO-Z pseudotype virions display
similarly broad, yet selective, ranges of infectivity.
The extensive range of infection by these viruses is consistent with other studies that have reported the in vitro tropism
dictated by EBO-Z GP (18, 19), but there have been no previous reports of a similar comprehensive review for MBG GP.
The broad target range correlates well with the widespread
tissue necrosis after MBG and EBO infections (8). These similarities suggest that the cellular receptor(s) that mediates infection by these viruses not only is expressed in a variety of
different tissues but also is highly conserved among mammalian species. Interestingly, all four suspension cell lines tested
were not infectable by either virus, in agreement with previous
reports regarding both EBO-Z and the Reston (EBO-R) subtypes of EBO (18, 19). Therefore, we postulated that the cel-

FIG. 2. MBG and EBO-Z GP dictate similar ranges of infection in a panel of
mammalian cell types. Infections with constant inocula of MBG (A) and EBO-Z
(B) luciferase pseudotypes were performed for 48 h in parallel with infections by
Ampho pseudotype virus to estimate cell type variability in luciferase reporter
expression after virus entry. Data are the means derived from three separate
infections (⫾ standard error of the mean). ⫹, cell line permissive to infection by
pseudotype virions carrying the puromycin resistance gene driven by a simian
virus 40 promoter but nonpermissive as assessed through infection by pseudovirions carrying the luciferase reporter gene driven by the HIV-1 long terminal
repeat promoter.

lular receptor(s) mediating filovirus infection may play a role
in cellular attachment and perhaps is a member of the highly
conserved integrin family. However, antibody neutralization
across a range of integrin complexes did not reproducibly inhibit entry by either pseudotype virus (data not shown). Nonetheless, the comparable infection profiles support the hypothesis that both filoviruses cause disease in part by infection and
cytopathicity in a broad range of body tissues. Furthermore,
the identification of both infectable and noninfectable cells
should prove useful in combination with these pseudotype
viruses to identify the cellular receptor(s) for these filoviruses.
To determine the efficiency of single-round infection by
MBG and EBO-Z pseudotypes, we utilized HOS cells that
express a green fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter only in the
presence of HIV-1 Tat protein (14) (GHOST cells), and thus
after successful infection by HIV-1 pseudotype virions. While
negligible basal GFP expression was observed in these cells as
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FIG. 1. HIV-1 pseudotypes packaged by HIV-1 (JR-FL or NL4-3), MBG, or
EBO-Z GP display distinct specificities for virus entry. To determine range of
infection by pseudotype viruses, HeLa cells (A), HeLa-CD4/CCR5 cells (B), or
SupT1 T cells (C) were challenged with constant inocula of HIV-1 Luc⫹
pseudotypes. After 48 h, luciferase expression was assessed as previously described (1). Displayed values are typical of three separate infections.
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FIG. 3. Efficient single-round infection of GHOST cells by pseudotypes of
HIV-1 carrying Ampho, MBG, or EBO-Z GP. To determine the percentage of
infected cells, GHOST cells were infected for 48 h with no virus (A) or Ampho
(B), MBG (C), or EBO-Z (D) pseudotypes and analyzed for GFP expression by
flow cytometry.

assessed by flow cytometry (Fig. 3A), Ampho pseudotype virus
infected 54% of cells (Fig. 3B) and MBG and EBO-Z
pseudotypes infected 11 and 12% of target cells, respectively
(Fig. 3C and D). Since different viral stocks were used in the
studies to determine range (Fig. 2) and efficiency (Fig. 3) of
infection, percentages of infected cells cannot be correlated
directly with luciferase activities in these two experiments.
Nonetheless, both MBG and EBO-Z GP package HIV-1 genomes relatively efficiently, yielding significant and comparable
titers of infectious viruses.
Previous studies have reported analogous strategies to
pseudotype a murine leukemia virus vector with EBO-Z GP
(18, 19) or a VSV vector with EBO-R GP (13), but no such
result has been described with MBG GP. We also attempted to
use murine leukemia virus for MBG or EBO-Z pseudotyping
but were unable to obtain titers that supported ⬎1% infection.
Nonetheless, modest efficiency may not have precluded their
use for entry studies due to the high sensitivity of the luciferase
assay system. In the present study, MBG and EBO-Z
pseudotypes based on the HIV-1 backbone infected ⬎10% of
target cells when the highest achievable titers were utilized.
The discovery of an efficient viral packaging system for filoviruses will likely prove useful in future studies of virus infection
that can be performed without a Biosafety Level 4 facility.
To identify processes critical to viral entry by MBG and
EBO-Z, HeLa-CD4/CCR5 cells were subjected to chemical
treatment to alter functions (e.g., receptor presentation) that
may influence infection. First, cells were preincubated (2 h)
and incubated during infection with ammonium chloride (3 h),
a lysosomotropic reagent that prevents acidification of endosomes and vesicles. After 48 h, infection indicated by luciferase
expression would be expected to be inhibited for viruses internalized by endosomes (e.g., VSV) but not for viruses gaining
access through plasma membrane fusion at the cell surface
(e.g., HIV-1). Infection by the HIV-1 JR-FL pseudotype did

FIG. 4. Comparison of alterations in infectability of MBG and EBO-Z
pseudotypes after chemical modification of target cells. Shown are treatments of
HeLa-CD4/CCR5 cells with ammonium chloride (A), with tunicamycin (B), with
endoglycosidase H (D), with endoglycosidase H at 4°C and in the presence of
protease inhibitors (E), and with pronase protease (F) and a treatment of HOS
cells with tunicamycin (C). Displayed values are means (⫾ standard error of the
mean) of luciferase activity from three separate infections (A to C, F) or are
typical of two separate infections (D and E).

not exhibit a dose-dependent decrease compared to the untreated condition (Fig. 4A). We did note that treatment by
ammonium chloride decreased infection by 30 to 40% of the
untreated signal, but this dose-independent phenomenon is
most likely attributable to nonspecific effects. In contrast, the
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Treatment of target cells with tunicamycin, endoglycosidase
H, and pronase delineated potentially important distinctions
between MBG and EBO-Z GP. While inhibition of infection
by EBO-Z after loss of either surface proteins or N-glycosylated moieties on target cells was consistent with earlier findings regarding the EBO-R subtype (13), these treatments had
little effect upon infection by MBG. It is also possible that
variability in GP incorporation into MBG and EBO-Z
pseudotype virions may contribute to these distinctions. However, the same pattern of infection was observed when using
equivalent MBG and EBO-Z inocula normalized by luciferase
expression in target cells. Furthermore, since MBG GP and
EBO-Z GP were expressed at significant levels in 293T cells for
virus preparations (data not shown), and both pseudotype viruses infected with similar efficiencies when used at high titers
(Fig. 3), it is likely that they carry similar amounts of GP in
their envelopes and that variability in pseudotype virus titers
was not the cause of this distinction.
These results indicate that EBO-Z GP either interacts with
a cell surface protein receptor to initiate viral entry or relies on
the function of a surface protein to increase infection efficiency, as exemplified by disruption of HIV-1 infection by
inhibition of LFA-1 (4). On the other hand, like MBG, infection by HIV-1 JR-FL was not inhibited by pronase (data not
shown) despite the fact that entry by this virus is dependent on
the binding of two protein receptors (CD4 and CCR5). Therefore, the unaffected MBG infection profiles do not exclude the
possibility that MBG GP utilizes a surface protein as a receptor. Rather, these data highlight the fact that MBG and
EBO-Z infections depend differentially on the presentation of
target cell surface proteins, which may uniquely influence the
viral life cycle and/or pathogenesis. Because only partial identity in amino acid sequence exists between MBG GP and
EBO-Z GP, it is not unreasonable to expect functional differences in entry requirements to have evolved. Future investigations aimed at identifying the cellular receptor(s) for these
filoviruses are necessary to characterize these mechanisms definitively.
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